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1.
THS ASSOCIATED PRESS.
I
IKTRODUCTIOI.
The greatest news-gathering and ntjws-distributing agency
in the world to-day is The Associated Tress. Tremendous is its power,
world-wide is its activity. Incorporated under the laws of Eew
York in 1.900 as "an association of persons who, owning or represent-
ing certain newaoapers , united in a mutual and cooperative organiza-
tion for the collection and interchange .with greater economy and ef-
ficiency, of information and intelligence for publication in the
newspapers owned or represented by them," it is to-day the foremost
of all press associations.
Before one can grasp the full significance of these state-
ments, however , a brief exposition of news is essential , for the uni-
versal need of this commodity has been the primary cause for the
association's development. Second, a preliminary survey of the early
methods of collecting and disseminating news is important , for only
by a discussion of the percursors of this modem organization can
the present dominant position of The Associated Press in the realm
of economics bo adequately comprehended. Third, the press associatior.
1. The author desires to acknowledge his indebtedness to Hr. li.E.
Stone for a copy of the charter and by-laws, for a booklet entitled
"The Associated Press" ,and for much valuable information contained
in a series of articles in The Century ;iagazine;to :ir. Paul Cowles
for his personal aid in contributing information and suggest ions ; to
Professor II. H.Robinson and Professor 7. T.Scott for their helpful
criticisms ; to Ilr. C . E. Kloeber ' s articles in The Bookman;and to the
other sources which compose the bibliography.

have played such an important part in the development of news-
gathering and nows-dis tribut ing as a business that a brief sketch
of them is also necessary. Following this threefold introduction,
The Associated press will be treated at length from the viewpoint
of its relations to economics, as shown by its history, organization
and management, including ;b6th its domestic and foreign service, its
importance, influence, a.nd power.
II.
The Associated "^ress is the heart of newspaperdom.
News is its life-blood which, c oursins through its innumer-
IEWS
.
abl3 arteries in a never ending stream, furnishes nutrition
to journalism and assuages the nation's thirst for intelligence. It
is not easy to define news. Tiffany Blake said that news is gossip
about facts. If this is true, news is as old as man; certainly as
old as woman. Mr. Till Irwin calls news "anything that is a depart-
ure from the established order". One editor remarks that "A well
trained newspaper, reporter is the only one vho is capable to tell-
ing through his sixth sense divination exactly what news is", and
adds that after the reporter 1 s story has been fil/tered by the city
editor, the copy reader, the managing editor, and business manager
nobody knows what i\ews is. Another says that news is anything your
readers want to knowafoout. respite these varying opinions it will
serve our purpose to define news as intelligence regarding current
events. Furthermore, news is an economic good for it unquestionably
satisfies a human want— a want so urgent that its gratification
brings into play the economic forces of the universe.
The importance of news is well illustrated by an incident
which occurred shortly after the San Francisco earthquake. Follow-

ing this disaster, the editors of three morning; newspapers retired
to Oakland, and there issued a combined journal. A large edition
was printed and conveyed by automobile to the parks of th > stricken
city where the inhabitants wore sheltered in tents. Copies of the
paper were given away, groat was the thirst for news that the
unfortunates forgot all else, and literally mobbed the automobiles.
"Ko bread wagoh.no supply of blank -its , caused half so much stir as
did the arrival of the news," says Mr. Tallace Irwin. His further
statement tUh)t news is "an intellectual craving and a commercial
need to tjjo modern world" is therefore well borne out.
Ill
EARLY METHODS OF GATHERING AHD DISTRIBUTING HEWS.
ABROAD. With this cursory reference to news as a commodity, we
may pass on to a discussion of the early methods by which it
was gathered and distributed. Going back to the days of ancient
Rome, we find that the principal mediums through which newo was cir-
culated were the Acta Diurna. These were small bulletins which re-
ported the military operations, elections .games etc., and were com-
piled by the Actuarii , officers appointed for the purpose, who doubt-
less received their information first hand, or by fleet footed cour-
iers. Posted in the forum or other public places, and sent period-
ically to distant parts of the provinces , they furnished the popu-
lace with the latest news events of the day. As civilization ad-
vanced there was a corresponding increase in the demand for news,
which likewise led to a further development in the methods of sup-
plying that demand. In mode it Europe Italy took the lead , followed
by Germany and France. The development in England , although late,
began with the early news letters written by journalists originally
employed by persons of r>ink to keep them informed of passing events
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during temporary abscnc ) from court. The nows writers are describee
as going from ooffee-house to ooffee-house , into th^ Sessions House
of Old Bailey, and into the oncincts of ""hitehall itself in search
1
of material for their epistles." Political pamphlets and chap hooks
were also important news-distributing agencies in the early days.
The first were merely short manuscripts announcing happenings in the
world of politics. The chap "books were small tracts written for the
common people, and circulated by travelling dealers or chapmen. The
more modem newspapers are an outgrowth of these early forms of
news-distributing agencies, but their history , which would fill vol-
umes, needs not to be considerd in the present article.
IE THE In this country the early methods of gathering
U3IT3D STATES, and distributing news were similar to those existing
abroad. To England particularly is the United States
indebted most for the development of journalism on this side of the
Atlantic. The extracts from London newspapers formed the nucleus of
the early American news letters. As time passed, "British opinion
became our opinion, because English views were presented in the lan-
guage common to both nations. These opinions were obviously easier
2.
to acquire and gave them wider currenc^r in this country."
^
The de-
velopment here at first retarded by political and economic condi-
tions, soon became marked, and in no other country has the entire
field of journalism enjoyed such a remarkable growth. The dominant
factor in this development was the business enterprise applied. "Get
the news" became the slogan of the day, and the methods used to carry
out this mandate illustrate the handicaps which the early editors
were forced to overcome.
1. Living Age , Vol. 171.
2. "r. M.S. Stone. The Century Magazine .April 1905.
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Chief among these handicaps was the inability to gather
and distribute news nuiokly. In an age when the rotary press, the
typewriter, the telephone , th 3 telegraph and the wireless excite but
passing comment, it is indeed difficult to imagine the obstacles which
confronted the editors when the science of news-gathering and news-
distributing was in its infancy. The two means which were used most
extensively were the news schooners and the pony express. The first
sailed out into the ocean and met incoming ships. The second ran
races between Boston, Sew York, and Tashington, for competition was as
keen then as now. Editors vied with each other for the honor of
first distributing news from Boston. Upon the arrival in that city
of a ship from Eurone , special trains were hired, and the news rushed
1.
as far inland as Stonington. There it was despatched by boat, the
railroad to Sew York not having been completed, and special editions
rushed upon the streets. Before the advent of the telegraph, it took
two days to get news from Tashington to Kew York by. pony express. The
methods employed by David Kale and Gerald Kallock are typical of
early American journalistic enterprise. These two editors had a
semaphore erected to which their news schooners signalled the news,
which, in turn, was transmitted inland. They also established a pony
express from Philadelphia with eight relays of horses. Carrier pi-
geons were used extensively to carry intelligence. Pneumatic tubes
were also utilized, and it is probable that balloons also played a
part in satisfying the ever present craving for intelligence as
summed up in the phrase ''Get the news."
In the days before the telegraph was perfected
.The
DfPORTAECS the high cost of sending messages necessitated the use
of the
TELEGRAPH. of a cipher. In this connection Mr.Melville S. Stone
1. The Bookraan,7ol.l4.
/
6
relates the following amusing incident. "A cipher was devised, one
word representing a sentence. Thus the word 'dead' a -ant in the Con-
gressional reports , ' after some days absence from indiBpositl on,
reappeared in his seat.' '"hen this information was conveyed re-
garding Senator Pavis of ".Tassachusetts , the despatch read--' John
Davis dead' . But the word dead was not recognized as a cipher by the
receiving operator, and all the papers of Pew York and Boston pro-
ceeded to print post mortem eulogies , much to Davis's amusement".
Similar mistakes wore made when flag signals were misinterpreted.
Then the telegraph was an assured success .however , conditions im-
mediately changed, and a revolution took placo in the methods of col-
lecting and distributing news.
IV.
EARLY T^RSSS ASSOCIATIONS.
ABROAD. One of the greatest results of the telegraph was the
development of the press association, "a cooperative organ-
ization for gathering and distributing information and re-
ports of current events for daily newspapers." It is a product of
1.
the nineteenth century.it being unknown before 1848. In that
year Baron Julius Renter of Prussia organized a continental news-
transmitting agency in Paris for the purpose of serving leading
newspapers of the European capitals. Between Brussels and Aix-la-
Chapelle h^ formed a pigeon service, and connected it with Paris ana
Berlin by telegraph, extending his field of operations by establish-
ing subordinate offices in other parts of the continent. The plan
was successful , and after a short set-back in London, he secured the
cooperation of the most prominent dailies. From that beginning ther*:
developed the great press associations of the present day.
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In 1868 a subsidiary concern called The "Press Kews
Association of London was formed. As the telegraph gave birth to tho
press association, its extension determined the growth of this most
important of all news-gathering and news-distributing agencies. Con-
sequently, as the telegraph was perfected other press associations
were formed. Most important among them were the Central Hews Agency
of London, Havas Continental Agency, the Exchange Company ,Dalzel ? s
Cable Eews.and the national Press Agency. During the Franco-Prus-
sian war and other similar events, great rivalry existed between
these organizations.
In this country the first press asociation was the Asso-
ciated Press of Kew York formed in 1848, with Mr. Gerard Hallock as
president and Dr.Alex Jones manager. In 18 65 the second was formed
known as the Western xissociated Press. A strong cooperative organ-
In the ization.it was for many years a dominant factor in
UK I TED STATES.
the business of gathering and distributing news in
this country. For twenty years these two existed side by side. In
addition to the Testern Union wires, the companies controlled many
thousands of miles of leased wires. In 1882 Tho United ^ress enter-
ed the field. A year later another, but smaller rival, The Press Hews
Association was established. Meanwhile , discussions arose over con-
tracts between the Xow York and the ~estern Associations, and so
warm did the disputes wax that they were carried into the courts.
After litigation, the '"estern Associated Press was dissolved. A new
Associated "Press was organized under the , laws of Illinois, and for
several years a keen rivalry existed between the newer organization

and The United "ress. Again there were serious disputes, and in
1900 The Associated Press was reorganized and re-incorporated under
the laws of Kew York. In the interim the Frees Kewa Association had
died of mismanagement ,and soon afterward The ,United Tress disinte-
grated. The Associated Press , therefore f had a clear field, and it be-
gan a career of prosperity unchecked by the presence of rivals
1.
worthy the name.
This enviable position was not maintained long, however.
Tith the exception of the Xew York Sun, The Associated Press served
practically all the Hew "Vork papers with news both domestic and
foreign. It was this paper which decided to compete with, and if
possible destroy, The Associated ^ress. An independent ne.v.i-gather-
ing service called The Laffan Bureau w«s organized. From what re-
mained of The United ^ress together with a number of newspapers be-
tween I3ew York and San Francisco, a rather formidable organization
was established. A third organization known as the :-cripps-;!c Pae
PressfTestern Service) and the Publishers' Press (Eastern Service)
was established in 190.5 and served several hundred newspapers . Still
another concern was launched known as the Scripps ITews Association.
Later Mr. "r . H.Hearst entered the field and established an indepen-
dent news service. Intense rivalry exists between these different
organizations, and nearly all of the larger ones retain resident
correspondents in many American cities and in foreign capitals.
THE To-day the strongest rival of The Associated
U1IITED PRSS3. Press is The United Press. Two ideas are responsible
y* for its existence. In the words of I"r. pkoy 'r . Howard
the chairman of the Board of directors , these are
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first, "the belief that the demands of the evening newspaper pub-
lishers oan best be mot by an agency devoting its whola effort to
the interest of afternoon papers ;seoond, that news is a commodity
that should not be controlled by an institution likely to limit the
1.
number of newspapers in the country." As a result The United
Press was organized with a membership of less than three hundred
papers. Its growth has been rapid, and to-day it is a national or-
ganisation of considerable power, second only to The Associated
Press
.
The present organization is in no wise connected with
the old United Press which, as previously stated, disintegrated in
1897. At that time a number of members of the old organization
were unable or unwilling to join The Associated Press. Among the
latter was Mr. E.T.Scripps who formed the Soripps-McRae Association
mentioned above. It was composed of a small group of Middle "Test-
era papers. About the same time the Publishers' Press was formed
|
in the 2a st by Mr. J. B. Shale. Four or five years later a third or-
ganization was established known as the Soripps-Blader Press asso-
ciation. Its product consisted merely of a pony report from Chicagc
to San Francisco and from there relayed to a few Pacific Coast pa-
pers.
Por several years these three separate organizations
struggled along under independent but unsatisfactory managements,
neither was orofitable ;neither was a strong rivnl of The Associated
Press. Finally in 1907, the three concerns were merged into The
United Press Association. Its night service was soon abandoned, and
attention directed to the development of the afternoon service wi ti-
the gratifying success already alluded to. A policy of "To-day's
r. 1. The Editor and Publisher and Journalist ,Apri 1 26,1912.
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Hows To-day" was inaugurated ,aa a result of which the younger or-
ganization attracted additional members to its rapidly increasing
clientele. Its leased wire system was extended, the number of sub-
sidiary bureaus was increased , and the "Pacific Coast pony circuit
was expanded. Increased efficiency of its foreign service was made
possible by the replacing of all foreign-born managers by American
newspaper men, a policy earlier adopted by The Associated "Press. Al-
liances were also made with foreign news bureaus in the larger cap-
itals. -As a result of these improvements , The United Press has be-
come ,f the largest exclusively-afternoon news service in the world,
with the largest clientele of afternoon papers ever served by a
1.
single agency."
V.
/
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
With this brief survey of the rivals of The Associ-
• HISTORY.
ated Tress we may now consider in detail the history of
that organization. Its inception was a step in a development based
on cooperation and concentration! Like all large undertakings it
began in a small way, for its original membership in 1846 consisted
of only six or seven Hew York publishers who , conceiving the idea of
cooperation in gathering news, had entered into an agreement to ob-
tain their information at their common expense and for their com-
mon benefit. Realizing the worth of this joint agency , papers out-
side of Kew York endeavored to buy its news. This led to their sub-
sequent admission to membership~ln the organization. These outside
papers not only paid for/the general news, but turned ov;r to the
association any news originating ir. their territory. The success oi
1. The Editor and Publisher and Journalist .April £6,1913.
2. Edward Arden in The Chautauqua n, Vol. H9.

tho parent organization led to the formation of smaller ones, and as
stated above, they were later merged with the pioneer association to
form a general alliance called The Associated Press.
A fatal defect of this early organization .however, was
the fact that the Kew York papers were allowed complete control. It
became a mercenary concern. Lissatisfaction reached a climax in tho
year 1882 in the revolt of The Testem associated Press, as a result
of which, a new federation was formed. Expenses were more equally
apportioned, and the western members were given a voice in the ad-
ministration. Shortly afterward the Southern Associated Press was
organized. "The agreement between the .sectional associations con-
tinued until 1892, when the charter of the Western Associated Press
being about to expin.its members incorporated 'The Associated Pres
1,
under the laws of Illinois."
This organization was a stockholding company, but the
stockholders were limited to eight shares held by newspaper pro-
prietors only. It was "a mutual cooperative association" formed
from the wreckage of the old press bureaus. The needed funds to
finance the organization were obtained through the issue of bonds.
The newspaper publishers who took the original bonds were given
forty-one votes in convention against one vote to those who came in
later. It was provided by "right of protest" that the original mem-
bers might unite to stamp out any new-comer from their field of op-
erations. Hew members were thus admitted with great caution. Re-
fusal to admit was almost prohibitory .while the withdrawal of news
from established papers was practically fatal. This monopolistic
character of the organization in confining i'ts news service to its
members led to a suit at law, the decision in which formed a turning
1. Mr, C.^.Xloeber.

1*
point ir: tho organization's history, and 1b therefore of groat import
At tho tirao of this serious litigation , The Associated
Press was an Illinois corporation formed to collect news in all sec-
tions of tho country and to furnish it to the daily newspapers which
were stockholders of the association. One of the by-laws required
that all papers receiving its service must enter into a contract not
to purchase news from any rival association. Another forbade tho
association to furnish its service to any newspaper in the territory
of one of its members without thv consent of the member. In 1899, the
Chicago "Inter Ocean" which belonged to The Associated Press, vio-
lated its contract by purchasing reports gathered by The Sun Print-
ing and Publishing Association of Hew York City. The management of
Tho Associated Press was about to withdraw its
service from the offending member to discipline it
for purchasing news from a rival,when the "Inter
Ocean" secured a temporary injunction. The con-
test was carried into the Circuit Court of Cook
County where a decision was rendered in favor of The Associated
Press. An appeal was taken to the Appellate Court of the First Dis-
trict, and from there a second appeal was taken to the Supreme Court
which reversed the findings of the lower tribunals. With the con-
currence of all of its seven judges, a decision was handed down that
the contract to prevent a newspaper from buying news wherever it de-
sired was contrary to public p^.icy and void from the beginning. The
substance of the decision, as rendered in the opinion of Mr. Justice
1.
Phillips, follows:
1. a. CORPORATIONS . Unused charter powers are important in de- -
termining nature of corporations.
1. Illinois Reports, Vol. 104, page 428.
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b. The business of a telegraph company i8 impressed with
public interest.
c. The owner of property which is devoted to a use in
which the public is interested in effect grants to the
public an interest in such use, and must to that extent
submit to be controlled by the public for the common
good, so lone as such use is maintained.
d. The Associated ?ress must furnish news for publication
to all alike. It has devoted its property to a public
use and can make no discrimination against persons or
corporations who wish to purchase, for purposes of pub-
lication, news and informat ior|which it was created to
furnish.
e. The obligation of a corporation charged with a public
i
interest does not arise from or rest upon contracts
made by it in conducting its business ,but grows out of |
the fact that the corporation is discharging a public i
duty, or a private duty which has been so conducted
that the public has become interested therein.
a.HOEOPOLY. The restrictions attempted to be imposed by
The i».ssociated ^ress through its contracts and by-laws
upon the right of members to purchase news from other
agencies which such corporation may declare to be an-
tagonistic
,
are null and void, as tending to create mo-
nopoly and restrict competition.
a.IEJUSGTIOK. The Associated Tress may be enjoined from
refusing to furnish news reports to a member who has
contracted therefor and who will suffer irreparable

—14
injury if deprived thereof .where the only ground
for refusal is based upon the complainant's viola-
tion of illegal provisions in his contract and by-
laws of the corporation restricting him from pur-
chasing news reports from antagonistic agencies.
It was thus declared that the contract was an attempt at re-
striction upon the trade and business among the citizens of a com-
mon country . "Competition can never be held hostile to public inter-
est, and efforts to prevent competition, by contract or otherwise , can
never be looked upon with favor by the courts."
This was one of the most far reaching decisions of its kind
ever rendered. It is deserving of considerable attention in view of
the fact that The associated Press to-day furnishes telegraphic in-
formation to over eight hundred members representing the leading
newspapers of the country. It therefore assumes public duties such
as rest upon telegraph companies or common carriers of any descrip-
tion which do an interstate business. It is bound to serve all pub-
lishers alike ;and any contract to foster favoritism is an attempt
to create a monopoly and is therefore void. "The decision rendered
rests unon the common lav/ and not upon any express statute of the
i;
State of Illinois." This makes difficult any evasion of the obli-
gations pointed out by the court. If the principles upon which the
decision is based are applied- to other industries which the courts
may for similar reasons declare to be detrimental , trie unfair con-
tracts by which manufacturers prevent merchants from buying from
their competitors may be annulled , and statutes enacted which shall
afford redress to those v/ho suffer from such contracts. "it is a
1. The Outlook, Tune ~3,19~0.
Ibid.

lb
victory for the indopendentpaper and the publio. It is based on the
1.
broad principles of the common law." The effect upon the Asaooi-
ated Press was to cause its immediate reorganization, tho Illinois
charter beinc supplanted by one granted by the "tate of How York.
Having thus traced the history of The Associ-
ORGAKI-ATIOH ated Press up to the time it was incorporated in its
and
MAHAGMENT. present forra.it may be well to present a more minute
^irijose. description of its organization and" management . Its
objects and purposes are"to gather .obtain, and procure by its own
instrumentalities, by exchange with its members, and by any other ap-
propriate means, any and all kinds of information and intelligence
telegraphic and otherwise .for the use and benefit of its members,
and to furnish and supply the same to its members for publication
in the newspapers owned or represented by them,under and subject to
such regulations, conditions, and limitations as may be prescribed by
the By-Laws; and the mutual cooperation, benefit , and protection of
2.
its' members. " The corporation is not for profit.it neither makes
nor declares dividends, and does not engage in the business of sel-
ling news.
Eligibility to membership in the association is
MEMBERSHIP. thus set forth in the by-laws: "The sole or part own-
er of a newspaper, or an executive officer of a cor-
poration, limited liability company, or joint stock or other associ-
ation which is the owner of a newspaper, shall be eligible to elec-
tion as a member of this Corporation, in the and upon and subject
to the conditions and limitations hereinafter specified, provided
that not more than one person at a time shall be eligible by reas-
1. The Outlook, June 23, 1900.
2. Certificate of Incorporation^ Charter and By-laws, page 3)

,£g-|
on of connection with any on? newspaper. Ko other person shall be
1.
eligible." Applicants for membership must file with the Secretary
suoh proof as shall be required by the Board of directors of their
ownership or part ownership of a specified newspaper.
*rith the ter-
mination of membership all rights and privileges of the corporation
and interest in the property cease.
"embers may be elected in either of two ways: by the af-
firmative vote of not loss than four-fifths of all the members of
the corporation at any regular or special meeting; by the board of
directors when no meeting of the members is in session. All entitled ,
to membership are required to sign the roll of members and assent in
writing to the by-laws. To each member is issued a certificate of
membership signed by the president and the secretary of the corpora-
tion, and bearing its seal. This certificate designates the news-
paper for which the member shall be entitled to receive the news re-
ports of the association; the language in which the newspaper is
printed;whether it is a morning or afternoon paper;the place of pub-.
lieation;whether the member is to receive day or night reports;the
extent and nature of the member's right of protest; the obligation of
a member to furnish the news of a prescribed district, and to pay the
regular weekly dues and other assessments as fixed.from time to time
,
by the board of directors.
The "right of protest" above referred to, relates to the
admission of new members by the board of directors. By an affirm-
ative vote of seven-eighths of all the members this right may be
conferred upon a member who then is empowered to demand a vote of
the members of the corporation on all applications for the admissicr
of new members. This right may be waived.
X. Article II Sec. 1 By-laws.
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The management of The associated Press is lodged in the
hands of the board of directors , now composed of fifteen members two
of whom are elected annually for a terra of throe years by the mem-
bers and those entitled to vote on the bonds. They have the power
to make contracts; to fill vacancies in their own number until the
BOARD next annual meeting; to elect and remove officers and
OF
DIRECTORS agents; to borrow money; to engage and discnarge employ-
ees; to issue bonds; to fix the compensation of officers and agents;
to authorize mortgages and to expend the money of the corporation
for its lawful purposes. In short, the absolute control of The
Associated Tress is centered in this all powerful body of fifteen.
The officers of the corporation are a ~ resident, a first
Vice-president , a second Vice-president ,a Secretary, an assistant
Secretary, and a Treasurer who are elected annually by the directors
OFFICERS The President is selected from among the directors , and
the Vice—presidents from among the members of the association, but
the other officers need not be members.
The rights and privileges of members are clearly set
forth in Article VII of the By-Laws. At all meetings each member
is entitled to cast one vote by virtue of his membership and such
additional votes as he may be entitled to cast as the holder of
bonds issued by the corporation. Upon compliance with the by-laws,
each member is entitled to receive a service of news for the pur-
pose of publication in the newspaper specified in his certificate
of membership, and for that purpose only. The nature and extent of
the service so rendered is determined by the directors, and is fur-
nished only to the members of the corporation or to the newspapers
which they represent , and no member is permitted to publish the news
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of The Associated ^ress in any other paper, language , or place except
that specified in his certificate of membership. The time for the
receipt and publication o" news by members ia limited as follows:
"Morning; papers to receive not later than 5 A.M. , and to publish be-
tween 11 P'.M. and 11 A. 15. ; afternoon pipers to receive not later than
1.
4P.M,,and to publish between 11 A.M. and 11 P.M." Upon extraor-
dinary occasions the board o* directors may authorize the publica-
tion of Associated ^ress despatches in extra editions, or for bullet-
ins outside of the hours named. Ho news furnished to the Corpora-
tion by a member shall be supplied by the Corporation to any other
member publishing a newspaper -within the district which the Board of
"Directors shall have described in defining the obligations of such
members to furnish news to the Corporation."
A knowledge of the duties and obligations of the mem-
bers is likewise essential in acquiring a full understanding of the
association's organization. Of chief import are those which relate
to news. Each member not only receives and publishes the news fur-
nished by the corporation, but he is also under obligation to furnishji
to it all the news of his district, the area of which is determined
by the board of directors. "In places where the association has a
correspondent , the member shall afford to such correspondent conven-
ient access at all times to the news in his possession, which he is
required to furnish as aforesaid, and in places where the Corporation
has no correspondents the member shall supply the news required to
be furnished by him in such manner as may be required by the Board
of Directors." The news so furnished must be spontaneous in its
origin. Furthermore, the news must be of general interest only, and
1. Article VII Sec. 6 By-laws.
2. " Yin " 8
3. " VIII " 4
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must not include in any territory any specific variety of news not
desired by a majority of the members receiving the reports on the
wires affected. It is contrary to the policy of The ^s ociated Press
to transmit editorial opinions upon political or partisan matters.
All news reports are carefully guarded, for no member is allowed to
furnish, or permit anyone in his employ or connected with the paper
he represents, to furnish to any person who is not a member ,the new3
of the corporation in advance of publication. In order to prevent
the violation of this rule it is provided that "The Board of Direct*
ors may. in their discretion, forbid the members to purchase intelli-
1.
genee from any other such association." This rule has been found
necessary by experience , the purchase of news from rival organiza-
tions being "seriously prejudicial to the interest and welfare of
2.
this corporation and its members." ^'hen the board of directors by
a vote of two-thirds of its members decide and notify any member
that the purchase or receipt of news from any other source than a
member of The Associated Press is detrimental to the interests of
that organization, such member must immediately discontnue purchas-
j
ing or receiving such news. Such a decision is final. Furthermore
,
all members are prohibited from furnishing, to anyone not a member
of the corporation, the news which they are required by the by-laws
j
to supply to the corporation.
"The cost of collecting, exchanging and transmitting
news, as well as all other expenses of the corporation, are appor-
tioned among the members by the Board of Lirectors , in any manner
3.
which it may deem equitable." These expenses are met by assess-
1. Article VIII Sec. 7 By-Laws.
2. Ibid.
3. Article IX See. 1 By-Laws.
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ments levied upon the members by the board. In order to oreato a
surplus fund .additional assessments may be levied not to exceed
fifty par cent. Assessments ovar this amount can ba authorized only .
by a two-thirds vote of all the direotors . As in other matters
the deoision of the board is final and conclusive. All rogular
assessments levied against the members are payable weekly in ad-
vance. They must be paid promptly .and if unpaid at the end of
three days after presentation, a penalty of ten per cent, thereon
is added. In default of payment the member is notified that the
news service will be discontinued at the expiration of two weeks
unless all overdue assessments and penalties are paid to the treas-
1.
urer before that date.
An important provision in the by-laws is that regarding
9
the issue of bonds. The corporation is given the power to borrow
money and to issue bonds as security for such indebtedness, provided
that the amount so issued shall not exceed the aggregate sum of
-150,000. At any meeting the directors may authorize an issue of
bonds and determine the form and rate of interest. The corporation
reserves the right to redeem these bonds at their face value with
the interest due or accrued thereon,whenever they shall come into
the possession of anyone not a member of the corporation. The ex-
ecution of a mortgage upon the property of the corporation to se-
cure the payment of the bonds may also be authorized by the board
of directors.
1. On February 1, 1912, a revision of assessments based on the
government census of 1910 was made generally effective. The
result was the elimination of a financial shortage such as
was shown for the year 1911, its place being taken by an ex-
cess of receipts over expenditures for 1912 of #49,734.57.
(Reoort of Board of Direotors for 1912 printed in The Editor
and ^iblisher and Journalist , April 26, 1913, page 101.)
^2. Article XII By-^aws.
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A peculiar provision oxists regarding the voting power
of the bonds. Any holder of a bond may file with the secretary a
waiver of any claim to interest on the bonds held by him. There-
upon he becomes entitled "at any meeting of the members of the Cor-
poration for the election of Directors to cast one vote, either in
person or by proxy for directors upon each *25 of such bonds reg-
istered in his name for not less than twenty day prior to such meet-
ing provided that no bondholder shall have the right to vote upon
more than £1000 of said bonds, and shall not have the right to vote
on any bond that shall have been called fox redemption at any time
1
before such election." Each member thus has a voice in the manage-
ment. This, together with the fact that admission is controlled by
a vote of the members, makes the organization resemble a club. The
reoort of 1908, however, showed First Mortgage bonds to the amount
2
of £122,250 outstanding. Since the power to issue the bonds rests
in the hands of the directors they control the election of offi-
cers and the association's policies. "The published record does not
j
disclose the owners of the bonds and the number of votes cast by
each member," continues Mr. "Kittle, "but it is plain that a member-
j
shj o reoresenting most of the seven hundred members in the associa-
tion has less than one-seventh of the total voting strength at the
annual election of officers."
Having thus reviewed the general features of adminis-
tration, we may pass on to a more detailed account of the organ-
ization and management of this giant corporation, taking up first
its domestic nows service and then its operation in foreign fields.
1. Art. XII. Sec. 3, by-laws.
2. Tilliam Kittle in the Arena, vol. 41.
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DOMESTIC HE1K3 SERVICE.
To facilitate its collection and dissemination of news
in this country, the United States is divided into four great sec-
tions, each of which is in charge of a division superintendent. The
eastern division comprises Hew England and the area west to Pitts-
burg and south to "ashington, and has its headquarters in Hew York.
The central division includes the district from the Ohio river to
Canada and from Pittsburg to Denver, with the central office at
Chicago. The southern division embraces the entire South, the head-
quarters being at Atlanta. The western division consists of the
districts west of Denever to the Pacific coast, its main office at
San Francisco. At Washington a special Bureau is also maintained
to collect and distribute government nev/s. Each division superin-
tendent is in charge of a large force of trained men, experts in
gathering and transmitting news, and each a writer of ability. All,
however, are responsible to one man— the general manager at Hew
York, At any. t ime this vast concern can act as a unit, so perfect
is its organization. The entire country is honeycombed with its
agents. The large news centers maintain subsidiary bureaus under
which are numerous correspondents located in the smaller towns.
Each man is assigned to a particular district. Every office is
connected with the other by leased v;ires. So complete is the organ-
ization that a "scoop" by a rival is practically impossible. Each
newspaper contributes to the common buget all news of national im-
portance originating in its vicinity. Respite the immensity of the
enterprise the method of work is comparatively simple.
This system may be described by taking any one city as
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an example—Chicago for instance. All Associated Press papers in
Chicago gather the news of that city and the surrounding territory
through reporters and special correspondents. As stated above,
the agents of the Associated Tress have access at all times to the
proofs of these papers, and they are thus enabled to pick out all
news items that are likely to be of interest in other states. The
Chicago agent sends the news thus collected to other distributing
centers, from which points it is sent on to others. At the same
time Chicago is receiving newt budgets from other cities.
In this transcontinental system of news-gathering and
news distributing the "relay stations" are important factors. Al-
though the general news is sent to all members of the association,
the local aspect must not be overlooked. It is a well known princi-
ple that the farther news travels from its source, the less be-
comes its value. It is essential , therefore , to adjust the service
to the locality. This is done by break' ng the
BELAY
STATIONS. leased wire circuits by what are called "relay
stations" where the wires instead of passing directj[-
ly through are cut, thus necessitating a rehandling of the matter.
These stations are located at division headquarters and at branch
offices throughout the country. There ver a wire is cut, a filing
editor sits between the two ends and readjusts the incoming re-
ports. These men are of exceptional training and ability. The
value of the news must be determined instantly; the adjsutment
must be quick and unerring. In no other position in the newspaper
world is there such discrimination needed.
As the telegraphic reports are received in the larger
1. Chas. E* Xoleber, "The Bookman", vol.14.
2. Ibid.
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cities, the news is typewritten on carbon copies of tissue paper
called "flimsy" (> and transmitted in pneumatic tubes to the various
newspaper offices. In one of the big offices like Hew York or Ghi-
oago, The Associated "Press daily receives and transmits sixty
thousand 'words or fifty columns of news. It leases and operates
approximately forty thousand miles of wires. In the day run between
Hew York and Chicago there are three wires in constant operation.
Between Chicago and San Francisco there is a single wire during the
day and a double wire at night. These leased wires are called
transcontinental circuits. Other leased wires run in all directions
from division headquarters, tapping all the principle cities in
the country. The annual expenditures amount to £3,000,000. The
smaller news reports are handled by a "pony service" over commer-
cial telegraph or telephone lines which connect the outlying towns.
So perfect is the system that nearly two thousand words an hour
can be handled by telegraph, and four thousand on one telephone
circuit, while fisteen or twenty papers can copy reports simultan-
eously.
In addition to a large staff of editors, there are
hundreds of salaried employees and five thousand correspondents
on space pay. These are augmented by every editor, reporter, and
correspondent of every paper in its membership. "To gain but a vagut
idea of the importance of the functions of The Associated ^ress, one
must magnify a thousand times the work of the daily paner in its
1
local field."
FOHEIGH SETS SERVICE.
The foreign news service of the organization is as
1. The Century 1,'agazine, vol.69.

nearly oerfoct as is its domestic. The world is divided among four
' 1
agencies . The first is the Heuter Telegram Company of London,
a successor to the first press association. This agency includes
Great Britain, her colonies, China, Japan, and TCeypt . The second
is the Continental Tolographen Company (Tolff Agency) located in
Berlin. It servos the Teutonic, llav, and Scandanavian countries.
The third is the Agence Hava of Paris which includes in its terri-
tory all the Latin nations. The fourth agnecy covers this country,
the Phillipine3, and Central America.
3ach of these agencies has representatives in the offi-
ces of the others. In every nation of importance tributary agencies
are maintained, supplemented by Associated Press bureaus in the
more important capitals, and foreign correspondents scattered all
over the globe from Amboy to Zurich. As in the United otates the
organization of the Associated Press abroad is complete, systematic,
oerfect. Its ramifications extend to every nook and corner of the
old world. "It is thus able to comb the earth for every happening
of interest, and to present it to the newspaper reader with almost
incredible speed, ^rorainet events. are reported by correspondents
who are Americans and familiar with American newspaper methods.
These foreign representatives are drawn from the ablest men in the
service, and the offices they fill are obviously of great respon-
sibility. 'They must be qualified by long training in the journal-
istic profession by familiarity with a number of languages, and by
a presence and bearing which will enable them to mingle with the
men of the Mp-hest station in the countries to which they are
2
accredited.
"
1. The Century Magazine, vol. 69.
2. LIr. "tone in the Century Ilagazine, vol. 70.

Tho systematic organization of its foreign service was
not attainod without considerable trouble, and to llr. .;tone, raore
than any one else, is duo the credit of perfecting that branch of
the service. Tho story of Mr. Stone' 8 efforts is a story of Ameri-
can enterprise and diplomacy. Attempting what seemed to be impossi-
ble, he succeeded where others had failed, and sweeping aside all
the barriers before him he accomplished his purpose— to make The
Associated ^ress the foremost organization of its kind.
One chapter of the narrative relates to the removal of
the Russian censorship from news, and it is a forceful illustration
of the tact and resourcefulness of Mr. Stone. After satisfactory
relations had been arranged between the Associatsd ?ress and France
Germany, and Italy, attention was turned to Russia as the place of
1
chief interest. Correspondents had been stationed at St. Peters-
burg because of the strong opposition to foreign newspaper men. It
was therefore necessary to await a favorable onoor-
KEMOVAL
OF tunity to enter the Czar's domain. Futhe more, it
RUSSIAE
QEHSOHSHIP. was essential that a man particularly well fitted
for a position which required such a high degree of
tact, ability, and discretion should be selected with a great deal
of care. "The business of news -ga the ring was under. the ban of the
Czar's empire. Every conceivable obstacle was put in the way of
the foreign journalist who attempted to telegraph news thence to
any alien newspaper or agency. The doors of the minister of state
were closed; no public officials were given audience to a corres-
t
pondent, and ail telegrams were subjected to a rigorous censorship"
1. We. Stone in the Century Magazine, vol.70.
2. Ibid.
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Upon the advice of tho Russian ambassador at Tashing-
ton and an agent of the Russian government, Mr. Stone sailed fo
St. Petersburg in ^eoeraber 1903. To the agent of the Czar, nhoi he
mot in London, ho explained that in order to reoeive Russian news
direct from St. Petersburg instead of through London, four things
were essential. First, the Russian government must accord The
Associated Press a rate that would enable it to send news economic-
ally. Second, the same precedence must be accorded its news dispachj
es as had been granted by other governments. Third, the doors of tho
departments must be opened and the news given. And, fourth, the
censorship be removed in order that news could be sent.
The friendly intercession of the ambassadors of France
and Germany together with the support of Count Cassini, the Russian
ambassador at "ashington, and the influence of Mr. McCormick, our
own ambassador, aided Mr. Stone greatly in his arduous task. He
arrived in St. Petersburg and was granted an audience with the
Russian minister of foreign affairs, who expressed himself as being
in favor of the plan. The whole question of censorship and of tele-
graphic transmission, however, was in the hands of the Minister of
the Interior, M. Plehve, who said frankly that he was not prepared
to abolish the censorship. He was willing to do what he could, how-
ever, but the granting of a press rate was in the hands of the min-
ister of finance, and the expediting of despatches was under royal
control. In addition, the restrictions upon correspondents had been
so great that they were forced to get their information from hotels,
cafes, or on the street. Most of the news thus gathered were idle
rumors of the wildest character. Moreover, the censor was least
accessible when he wafc most needed.His intense fear of royal criti-
cism made him loath to take chances, and as a result, few des-
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patahes were approved. The few which did pass sorunity had to be
taken two miles to a telegraph bureau, paid for in cash, and trans-
mitted after the wires had been cleared of all government and com-
mercial business.
Suah was the situation which confronted Mr. Stone. "The
case seemed nearly hopeless after my audience with M. Plehve," he
writes, "and I was delaying my departure from Russia only until I
should receive a definte statement that nothing could be done, when
the following Sunday morning the American ambassador called me on
the telphone and said that I was to be commanded to an audience
with the 7.mperor on Monday."
In the meanwhile conferences with the censor and the
minister of telegraphs had disclosed a more favorable attitude to-
wards the project. A more rapid transmission of news at a satisfact-
ory press rate, and an arrangement for a charge account which would
make unnecessary *he payment of cash, boded well for the success of
Mr. Stone's mission.
The interview with his Majesty was without ceremony,
frank, and cordial. Mr. Stone emphasized the desire of the United
States to cement the friendly relations which had existed for a
century. His majesty expressed the same wish. Mr. Stone made clear
the fact that it was his desire that the correspondents of The
Associated ^ress treat Russia as a friend; but they must be free to
tell the truth. Tithout the T,open door" in all departments and the
removal of the censorship this could not be accomplished. The pol-
icy of censoring all news despatches had worked considerable harm.
A traffic in false news had been built up, correspondents had been
made enemies, and the Russian telegraph lines had been deprived of
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revenue. If this situation were remedied, and the Associated Press
allowed to tell the truth, the world would receive news direct from
Russia uncolored and authentic.
The Emperor recognised the fact that the existing plan
was valueless, and that the proposed measures, although regarded
as almost revolutionary in character by Minister Plehve, would be a
tremendous step forward, ue desired a week to consider the matter,
however, promising that he would undertake to do all that Mr. Stone
desired. In the meantime war with Japan began. Mr. Stone after
transmitting a memorandum of his wishes to his Majesty, prepared to
leave, feeling that it was an inopportune time to pursue the matter,
Before he started, however, he received word that his wishes would
be granted, the Emperor having officially approved the memorandum.
Leaving the matter in the hands of the authorities, Mr. Stone de-
parted for home. Upon his arrival in Vienna he was gratified to
learn that the censorship had been abolished so far as The Associ-
ated Press was concerned. Forty-eight hours afterward the restric-
tions' were removed from everybody, and to-day all foreign corres-
pondents are free to write and send matter from any part of Russia
as from any other country in the world.
The Associated Press is distinctly and essentially a
news -gathering and news-distributing organization, *.nd other than
that it has absolutely no interest. It has no axes
AIM
OF to grind, no policies to promote.no interests to
TEE
ASSOCIATED defend. Representing as it does newspapers of
PRESS.
practically every political, religious, and socio-
logical belief it is, to a great extent, nonpartisan, non-political
and non-sectarian. Its sole aim is to secure news and to have that
news transmitted accurately to its main offices and to its news-

papors ahead of all competitors. "The Assooiatod Press is not sat-
isfied to receive its news on an equality with others. Its aim is
to secure such news as it desires before all others, and it wishes
its employees to feel that in this effort to be first any well di-
rected enterprise always will receive the support of the manage-
1
raent." "The employees must be honest, fair, just, and gentlemanly
to all, and in return they shall demand fair treatment, justice,
2
and respect from those with whom they deal." This in brief is the
scope and requirements o*f The Associated Press; and it may be inter
esting to note some of. the principles laid down by the management
as further depicting the policy of the organization.
Every correspondent is in charge of a certain district,
and he is expected to cover that area only except when assigned to
another. All despatches must be sent in accordance with certain
rules and regulations the observance of which is strictly enjoined.
These instructions are sot forth in a printed booklet for the guid-
ance of all correspondents. First and foremost news despatches must
be sent promptly. "'Vhatever the hour of the day, editions are going
to oress somewhere. Every minute is precious, whether in the day-
3
time or at night. Now is the keyword to Success"
INSTRUCTIONS
TO Hews of extraordinary importance is first des-
CORRESPOHDEKTS
.
patched in the form of a brief bulletin contain-
ing the essential features. The facts may war-
rant a second or third bulletin after viiich the whole story is
wired as rapidily as possible. In oridnary cases a bulletin of not
more than fifty words is sent to which is attached a query as to
1. Instructions to Correspondents, p. 5.
2. " " " " " p. 7.
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how muoh is doaired. If no reply is received within a reasonable
time it may "be understood that no more is wanted. Accuracy is like-
wise important, it being difficult to state whether promptness or
aocuracy is the more essential — "both are cardinal in associated
Press service; neither should he subordinated to the other." 'By
the Associated ^ress' should indicate accuracy beyond a reasonable
1
doubt." Special rules govern the sending of rumors. If not libel-
ous in their nature they should be sent immediately as rumors. If
they contain information that might be libelous a message must be
sent marked " nrivate, not for publication." Particular care must be
used in the writing of places, persons, firms or corporations,
ships, titles or numbers of railroad trains and the like, and pains
2
must be taken to see that figures and. other quotations are accurate.
All correspondents must likewise be impartial. They
must have neither friends nor enemies. Advertisements and "puffs"
of any kind are prohibited, and the transmission of editorial opin-
ions upon political or partisan matters is contrary to the policy
of The Associated -ress. All despatches must be non-partisan, just,
ana xair.
The Associated Press does not handle local news. Its
service is entirely general in character. In order to insure its
transmission a despatch must, be of interest to at least a majority
of the papers on the circuit that is to carry
chai<act:yRI sues
OF it. This interest should be at least state wide,
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SERVICE. It is also essential that all news despatches
shall be written clearly and concisely without
grammatical errors or involved sentences. i^ine writing and slang are
1. Instructions to correspondents, p. 6.
2. " " " " " , p. 7.
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tabooed. Straight forward statemonts of faots told as briefly as is
consistent with an adequate and intelligent aooount of what has
happened. This oonsti tutes the requirements of despatches of The
Associated ^ress.
Another essential characteristic of Associated ^ress
service is vigilance. "There is no time in the twenty-four hours
1
when news is not news somewhere In the service." Day and night
correspondents alternate, and each is responsible for the news
originating in his district up to the hour when the other begins
work. Cordial cooperation is imperative in order that neither un-
necessary duplications nor gaps in their joint service will result
Kews service is continual.
Thile the news service of The Associated Press is trans-
mitted exclusively and ordinarily by telegraph, advantageous use of
the mails may sometimes be used. This is especially true of what is
known as "advance matter"— speeches, committee reports, descriptive
material regarding stated meetings, dedications,
ADYABCS
MATTER. ordinations, and celebrations of various kinds.
oiich matter can be prepared well in advance and
mailed to the main office, thus effecting an appreciable saving in
telegraph tolls and space on leased wires. This "advance matter" is
held in the office for release at the specified time.
In their quest for news all correspondents are directed
to go to "to the people who know". Second hand news is not desir-
able. "The people who know what they are talking about" are the
best sources of news. Every "Tom, Dick and Harry", is not to be
o
trusted for information which can be had from amthentis informants.'
1. Instructions to Correspondents, o.ll.
2. " " " " p. 15.
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In the Bending of Associated Press despatches, authent ioi ty is
imperative. Of equal importance is tho necessity of getting both
sides of any controversy handled, and giving "both tho same fair
treatment
.
From this brief resume of some of the principles which
govern the gathering and distributing of news by The Associated
Press, it is evident that promptness, accuracy, impartiallity
,
vig-
ilance, authenticity, and generality arc the primary characteris-
tics of the service a service which deals with news in its broad
-
1
est sense. "Its field is the world" says Mr. Xloeber," and it recog'
nizes no limitations of geography, cost or enterprise in its self-
created mission." Every field of human endeavor is covered. Battles
or war, or debates in Congress or Parliament, floods, fires, pest-
ilence, wrecks, trade, finance, sports— everything of general hu-
man interest is flashed throughout the world by the instruments of
"the most oowerful public opinion forming agency in the United
2
3ta tes. "
The fact that it is a gigantic molder of public opinion
is not the only reason for the tremendous influence and power which
is wielded by the Associated ?ress. Its membership represents news-
pacers whose total circulation equals sixteen millions of readers
daily. It furnishes over half the news publish-
HFLDEUCE
AED ed. assuming that eaoh paper is read by three
P0-7ER.
persons, The Associated ^ress despatches are
perused every day by more than one half the total population of the
United ?tates. Its numerous agencies, vast working force, its thous-
ands of miles of leased v/ires, and. its annual outlay of millions of
1. The Bookman.
2. Tilliam Kittle in the Arena, vol.41.

dollars, make it a leviathan among business enterprises. It accom-
plishes what a s ingle newspaper oould not even hope to do. Its
prominence, wide scone, and cooperative character make it a model
for all similar organizations. "In unscrupulous hands it could bo
used to turn elections, aid fraudulent schemes, or ruin reputations,
1
But it is remarkably free from any such abuse." Its news service
is unbiased. Facts are given untainted by "partisan coloring"; it
seeks the truth only.
Is the Associated Press a monopoly? This question nat-
urally arises in a study of its far reaching influence and power.
First let us define a monopoly as "that substantial unity of action,
on the part of one or more persons engaged
IS TEL3
A3S0CIAT.&D PRESS in some kind of business, which gives ex-
MOHOPQLISTIG?
elusive control, more particularly although
not solely, with respect to price", and then proceed to a presen-
2
tation of both sides of the issue.
Mr. Kittle declares it to be a monopoly and supports
his assertion by stating four~~trests of a monopoly; First, unity
of management. The Associated ^ress is without doubt admirably or-
ganized. Second, exelusiveness. The membership is limited. Third,
economic advantages. The privileges of the corporation are conferred
to eight hundred newspapers who alone can sell the news.. The largest
net returns paid by the public will accrue to the membership. It
reduces the output of news by limiting the area of circulation, and
thereby raising the value of what is sold. Continuing he says, " as
a system against customers, the public, and against its competitors,
the 23^000 newspapers, it is a monopoly. The co-operative feature is
mainly nominal, because most of the members owning newspapers have
1. E» L.ohuman, "Practical Journalism". Chap. VI.
2. Richard T. Ely, "Elements of Economics.
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no voioe in tho management
. They buy the news and each paper mon-
opolizes the news of the world in its immediate locality. It de-
feats competition by furnishing new3 chenpor and quicker. It Is
not truly co-operative because the membership is limited to seven
hundred out of twenty-two thousand. If it were it would admit to
membership all who were willing to pay the pro rata share of expens
es according to services rendered. It is true the Associated ^ress
is not a monopoly like a copyright or patent right, as it has not
exclusive government grant or franchise. It is not a natural mon-
opoly like the ownership of coal beds or oil regions, for the un-
limited production and reproduction of the press despatches cannot
exhaust the raw materials from' which they proceed. Their product-
ion on an immense scale by management for a limited number of per-
sons, giving to such persons an economic advantage over their com-
petitors is indeed different from a local monopoly like a city
utility company, but it is nevertheless a very real and practical
monopoly. There is an. 5 can be no absolute monopoly.. But the owner of
a nev/spaper in any considerable city in the United States, not on
the membership of the Associated Press, knows that he cannot furnisl
news of equal value with that of his competitor who is a member;
and when he is denied admission to membership, he needs no elabor-
1
ate argument to prove that it is a monopoly."
Mr. Stone declares The Associated "ress to be "purely-
mutual in character. It is a clearing house for the interchange
2
of news among its members." It has been subject to attacks from
many quarters but the frequnot criticsros result from want of know-
ledge of the true mission of the organization. "Ilany persons un-
1. Kin.Kittle in the Arena, vol.41.
2. I,Ir. Stone in the Century Magazine, Vol. 70.
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familiar with newspaper methods, "writes "r. Stone, "mistake speoia
tol^raras for Associated Press service and hold us to an undeserved
responsibility. :!any others, having "axes to grind", and quite will
ing to pay for the grinding, find it difficult to believe that not
only does the association do no grinding, but by the very nature of
its methods such grinding is made impossible. The man who would pay
The Associated ^ress for 'booming' his project would be throwing
his money away, .-my man in the service of the Association, from the
general manager to the humblest employee, who should attempt to
boom a project would be instantly discovered, disgraced and dismiss
ed.
"The four years' struggle with the United ^ress was
waged over this principle. Victor ?. Laws on of the Chicago "Daily
Hews", Chas. 7. Knapp of the St. Louis "Republic", Frederick Lris-
ooll of the St, ^aul "Pioneer Press", and those associated with
them in that contest, deserve the lasting gratitude of the American
people for having established, at a vast cost of time, labor, and
money, a method of news-gathering and distribution free from a
1
chance of contamination. Seven hundred newspapers, representing
every conceivable view of every public question, sit in judgement
upon The Associated ^ress despatches. A representative of each of
these papers has a vote in the election of its management, ^very
editor is jealously watching every line of the report. It must be
obvious that any serious departure from an honest and impartial
service would arouse a storm of indignation which would overwhelm
2
any administration."
1. The total membership in 1912 was 866, a gain
of 36- during th---; year. There were 319 morning
papers, 493 evening papers, and 44 Sunday
papers on the Continent, 6 papers in Cuba,
2 in Hawaii, ana. 2 in Ilexico.
2. Century riagasine Vol. 70, p. 306.

_After considering both sides at the question, and inter
orating the workings of the organization in the light of Mr. Ely's
definition, it would seem that The Associated Press is not a mon-
opoly. It does not possess "exclusive control" over the collection
and dissemination of news. It has formidable rivals, chief anting
which, as previously stated, is the United ^ress. As long as this
condition continues, The Associated Press cannot rightly ho called
a monopoly. Not until the other press associations unite with it
will a monoply, in the true sense of the word, exist. Competition
is not destroyed. Furthermore, there are numerous newspapers throug] -
out the country to-day which not only exist, hut apparently thrive,
and yet they are not members of The Associated Press. It is true
that the members enjoy certain advantages which are not shared by
non-members. These gains, however, are differential and not monop-
olistic. In othsr words, they are due to superior efficiency and
net to special privileges, or to an exclusive control of the nev/s
marke t
.
The development of its foreign service is an additional
cause for the present wide influence and power exerted by The
Associated. Press. 3y reason of the negotiations made with alien
governments, it is able to usurp to a groat extent the functions
of the diplomat. "It makes for universal peace in a remarkable way.
Instead of public questions now passing through the long and tedious
methods of diplomacy as formerly, the story is told with authority
by The Associated Press. The authorities of the foreign offices of
the different European governments recognize the independence of
The Associated "^ress, and have virtually made choice of it as a
forum for the discussion of current questions of international in-
terest. They recogize that in the end it is the high court of pub-

lio opinion that must settle international questions, and not the
1
immediate determination of the foreign office of any country."
Its importance is further recognized in the Illinois
Supreme Court decision previously referred to, an extract from
which follows: "The organization of such a method of gathering in-
formation and news from so wide an extent of territory as la done
by the appellee corporation, and the dissemination of that news,
requires the expenditures of vast sums of money. It reaches out to
thD various parts of the United States, where its agents gather
news which is wired to it and through it news is received by the var
ious important newspapers of the country. Scarcely any newspaper
oould organize and conduct the means of gathering the information
that is centered in an association of the character of the appellee
because of the enormous expense; and no paper could be regarded as
a newspaper of the day unless it had access to and published the
reports from such an association, , as appellee. For nev/s gathered
from all parts of the. country the various newspapers are almost
solely dependent on such an association, and if they are prohibited
from publishing it or its use is refused to them, their character
as newspapers is destroyed, and they would soon oecome practically
worthless publications."
The power and influence of The Associated Press are
thus paramount features of its organization. As shown by the fore-
going they are due to a number of causes. Among business enter-
prises of its kind it is the pioneer. By reason of its systematic
organization and wide range of news it is enabled to furnish com-
plete market, shipping, sporting, ana. routine, yet highly important
news reports, with an accuracy and detail incapable of duplication.
1. Mr. Stone in the Century Magazine, vol.70.
2. Illinois Reports vol.184.
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It is a co-operative enterprise. Composed of hundreds of papers
of great wealth and power, it secures by the pooling of the sev-
eral resources and energies at its command, a maximum of officienoy
Its development has been a process of evolution from a local enter-
prise to, what Mr. Shuraan chooses to call, "a national monopoly."
But whatever monopolistic characteristics The Associated Press may
possess they are inherent in the type of business organization it
has seen fit to ally itself with. It is a collosal consolidation,
and it therefore enjoys the advant*sges which co-exist with this
particular kind of enterprise—an enterprise which offers abundant
material for the student of Economics.
'mm


